
Choosing Choice 

Food choices; clothing choices; transportation choices.  
Entertainment choices; furniture choices; housing choices. 
In exceptionally modern years pushing to attract no-waiting sensibilities?
Pharmaceutical choices; technological choices; sexual choices. 
And, as our nation had lately begun to find itself both loudly and repeatedly told:
Most imperatively necessary? 
School choices.
Once educational reformers came to recognize the possibility of counting upon the 

progressively entrenched forces behind a no-excuses NCLB/R2T, suddenly you couldn’t escape 
the incessantly published message that there was no other solution.  Low-income children?  
Simply must have, deserved to have – oh, my no, not stable, safe, community-centered, 
culturally-protective neighborhood schools – but an unendingly deregulated and always shifting 
parade of educational choice.*  

Somehow, in such a short time, the traditional community school – that old-fashioned 
ideal built around a free, local, easy-access, full-services institution always there, plugging along, 
welcoming and serving all neighborhood children:

Had been branded as problematic.
Out of fashion.  
Unable, in truly modern days?  
To compete.  
In case you hadn’t been paying attention; in case you had looked away and forgotten to 

keep up: Competition, in super-huge corporate-style days of a mammoth  business?  Had become 
the point.  The true national purpose.  And, in days of a gargantuan super-business rivalry, there 
simply was no longer any time nor place, in a faster and faster paced world, for the patient, 
methodic growing of long-term-stable, community-centered, neighborhood-protective citizens.

Nuh-uh. 
Instant gratification.  
Competing, confronting, contending and winning; getting it all right now.  
Getting rich – or making somebody else rich – instantaneously; raking in huge gains 

today.  Not tomorrow; not next year; not incrementally; not slowly or carefully over time.  In 
competitively deregulated days when there was, simply, no other purpose than an immediately 
recognized profit?†  Even if it meant killing off the goose which had been systematically and 
necessarily laying those community-protective, neighborhood-sustaining, stable-economy-
producing golden eggs: 

Getting that profit now.  	

Now, now, always now.   
(And if, maybe, you didn’t quite catch that the first time?  
Goddamnit, now.)
What our country needed, or so in über-competitive days of Big Business everyone was 

assertively told, was not a slow-growth, long-term, genuinely-implanted educational momentum, 
but an immediately recognized outcome.  Not tomorrow, not gradually, not progressively over 
time, but now.  Therefore, as an ever increasing inundation of pro-reform publicity argued, if 
they cared about children?  Truly concerned citizens must get on board right now, and offer up an 



immediate and unconditional support for the competitive market-based theory that – truly 
magical academic results? 

Could only arrive with the minimally regulated creation of...
More school choice. 
Public institutions traditionally established for the purpose of an all-student, full-services 

education should, no longer, as a response to any of those old-fashioned goals connected to a 
clearly out-of-date Civil Rights’ legislation, simply and democratically set out to offer – through 
some seriously antiquated egalitarian ideal – an equitably funded and carefully inclusive 
education for all.

Oh, my no; not any more.
First-world, privileged-consumer choice?
Was, well – so obviously the thing. 
In fact, framing their concern as The Civil Rights Issue Of Our Time, loudly concerned 

educational reformers quickly began to argue that the deregulated proliferation of competitive 
school choice would be the magical panacea; the truest and most miraculous solution for all of 
those historically complex public school difficulties.  Taking the high-priced form of magazine 
covers, newspaper articles, television advertisements, street-side billboards and even nationally 
released full-length movies – innovation publicity overwhelmed the nation with the repeated 
proposal that, everyone?  

Every single child?  
Deserved – oh no, not old-fashioned stable, hard-working traditional, all-student 

welcoming, equitably supported neighborhood schools, but:
A minimally regulated lineup of privileged-consumer choice!   
And, always right there; right there alongside:
Was the heartrending message that – well, unmistakably.  It was only through the 

benevolent legislation for more academic options – ah, well, you simply had to believe it. There 
was, really, just so much of that scintillating razzle-dazzle making everyone feel so emotionally 
torn; so deeply sorry for those kids; for those poor children; for those unhappily struggling 
students forced to endure inside our nation’s incessantly denounced as “broken” system; those 
frustratedly helpless students about whom, so obviously in modern days? 

Only hard-hitting, no-excuses reformers honestly cared.
With so much heavily disseminated publicity, how could anyone help but believe that in 

days of a truly heartfelt compassion – oh, surely it was only through the increasingly deregulated 
advocacy for more school choice that our country could not only solve our now more-than-a-
decade-old test-score dilemma, but additionally address each and every one of those 
heartbreaking social issues which, apparently? 	


Attended low-income, culturally-different lives.  

*Maybe you’ve noticed lately how so many suddenly instigated “choice” schools – schools which one year pop up 
unexpectedly inside an old supermarket building or maybe inside a small industrial warehouse – are just as 
suddenly, and just as unexpectedly, closed down and abandoned the next.

†If you’ve been paying attention, perhaps you’ve also noticed: Some of those charter school chains; some of those 
more privatized, corporate-style, for-profit programs?  Are now listed on the stock-market exchange.  So – well, let’s 
stop for a moment to imagine what might happen to the children who attend these schools if the “wrong” students 
are enrolled and suddenly not only their scores but their stock values fall (and why is it that massively wealthy 



hedge-funders now think it useful to give huge donations to that type of politician most willing to adamantly support 
our nation’s burgeoning selective-enrollment/charter-chain movement.)


